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ABSTRACT
In image based feature descriptor design, an iterative scan-
ning operation (e.g., convolution) is mainly adopted to ex-
tract local information of the image pixels. In this paper, we
propose a Matrix based Local Binary Pattern (M-LBP) and
a Matrix based Histogram of Oriented Gradients (M-HOG)
descriptors based on global matrix projection. An integrated
form of M-LBP and M-HOG, namely M-LBP-HOG, is sub-
sequently constructed in a single line of matrix formulation.
The proposed descriptors are evaluated using a publicly avail-
able mammogram database. The results show promising per-
formance in terms of classification accuracy and computa-
tional efficiency.
Index Terms— Local Descriptor, Matrix Projection, Lo-
cal Binary Pattern, Histogram of Oriented Gradients, Mam-
mogram Classification
1. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the most common and leading cause of can-
cer death in women [1]. For breast cancer diagnosis, mam-
mography is usually used for early diagnosis. In order to
automate the diagnosis process, Computer-Aided Diagnosis
(CAD) systems for mammogram classification have been de-
veloped [2, 3]. In these CAD systems, texture and shape fea-
tures play an important role for classification [4]. Local Bi-
nary Pattern (LBP) is a popular local descriptor to extract tex-
ture information [5]. Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
is also a popular local descriptor to obtain shape information
[6]. These descriptors have shown astonishing performance
in [5, 6].
Specifically, LBP extracts illumination-invariant image
features from computation which locally finds binary pat-
terns [7]. HOG builds geometric, photometric and invariant
image features which compute local gradient histogram ob-
tained from various image directions [6]. However, these
descriptors are developed using an iterative scanning opera-
tion which is a time-consuming process. As a combination
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of LBP and HOG features, an LBP-HOG method takes both
useful properties and outperforms the utilization of each de-
scriptor solely in [8], [9] and [10]. However, each descriptor
should be separately performed to obtain each feature repre-
sentation.
In order to avoid this scanning operation, in [11], a Differ-
enceMatrix Projection (DMP) descriptor was proposed based
on a matrix based pixel difference computation and achieved
an approximated HOG. However, this DMP partially pre-
sented the matrix form due to the absence of forming a
matrix based block normalization.
Our motivation for a new feature descriptor consists of
the following: 1) The LBP feature extractionwith the iterative
scanning is time-consuming; 2) A matrix based block normal-
ization is still required to complete the approximated HOG;
and 3) A simple combination of LBP and HOG is needed to
efficiently extract both useful features.
Accordingly, the main contributions of this work are as
follows:
1) Matrix formulations of LBP (M-LBP) and HOG (M-
HOG) based on global matrix projection;
2) A direct integrated formulation of M-LBP and M-HOG in
a single step (M-LBP-HOG).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 includes a brief review of the LBP descriptor and the
matrix based pixel difference computation. In Section 3, we
propose two image descriptors in matrix formulations. Then
we construct an integrated formulation of these two descrip-
tors. Section 4 presents our experiments, observations and
evaluations of the proposed method using a public mammo-
gram database. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
The Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [5] is a simple yet efficient
descriptor adopted in various applications (e.g., face and palm
print recognitions [12, 13, 14]). The LBP takes an iterative
loop using an odd size window (e.g., 3×3 window) for image
scanning to describe each central pixel with its local neighbor-
hood pixels (P= 8). The LBP can be expressed as:
LBPP =
P−1
∑
i=0
f (di)2
i
, (1)
where di = si− xc is the pixel difference between the neigh-
borhood pixel si and the center pixel xc for each direction
from 0
◦
to 315
◦
. f (·) is the thresholding operation given by
f (x) =
{
1, if x≥ 0
0, if x< 0
.
2.2. Matrix based Pixel Difference Computation
In feature descriptors (e.g., LBP and HOG), an essential step
is the computation of the pixel difference within each local
window. However, the window based technique suffers from
the iterative computation for each pixel. In [11], a matrix
based pixel difference computation is formulated to globally
calculate the pixel differences based on pre-calculated projec-
tion matrices:
Hl =
(
0 I
I 0
)}
N− l
l
∈ RN×N ,
Vl =
(
0 I
I 0
)}
M− l
l
∈ RM×M ,
(2)
where Hl and Vl are matrices to horizontally and vertically
compute image derivatives respectively. I is the identity
matrix, M and N respectively are the number of rows and
columns of the input image X ∈ RM×N , and l indicates a
shifting distance between two neighbor pixels.
3. A COMPACT LBP-HOG DESCRIPTOR BASED ON
MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
First, we propose a Matrix based LBP descriptor (M-LBP).
Additionally, we present a complete version of Matrix based
HOG descriptor (M-HOG). We then propose a M-LBP-HOG
descriptor which easily employs M-LBP and M-HOG in one
matrix formulation.
3.1. Matrix Based LBP Descriptor
In [5], the LBP computes the pixel differences for each win-
dow in eight directions. The proposed Matrix based LBP de-
scriptor (M-LBP) can be formulated as the weighted sum of
eight directional difference matrices as follows:
f LBP (X) = ZLBP =
P−1
∑
i=1
σ(Di)2
i
, (3)
where σ (·) is the step function, Di = Si−X, and
S1 = V
−1
1 XH1, S5 = V1XH
−1
1 ,
S2 = V
−1
1 X, S6 = V1X,
S3 = V
−1
1 XH
−1
1 , S7 = V1XH1,
S4 = XH
−1
1 , S8 = XH1,
(4)
are shifting matrices for the eight directions using Vl and
Hl at l = 1 in equation (2). Therefore, in equation (3), the
weighted sum provides the pixel differences for each matrix
in eight directions.
Based on a synthetic binary image, the process of our pro-
posed M-LBP descriptor is illustrated in Fig.1. The shift-
ing matrix Si is the shifting matrix created by the multipli-
cation operation between the pre-calculated projection matri-
ces with the input image. The difference matrix Di is cal-
culated by subtracting the input image X from the shifting
matrices. The thresholding operation can be easily obtained
using a step function. The output M-LBP image is then given
by the sum of the thresholdedmatrices multiplied by the eight
binary codes.
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Fig. 1. An overview of the proposed M-LBP descriptor using
a synthetic image.
3.2. Matrix Based HOG Descriptor
In [11], as an approximated HOG descriptor, a Difference
Matrix Projection (DMP) descriptor in matrix form was pro-
posed. The main difference between HOG and DMP is to
use the first and the second order gradient information to-
gether. This DMP descriptor consists of 1) the matrix based
pixel difference computation shown in Section 2.2, 2) a non-
overlapping matrix based average pooling and 3) an iterative
block normalization which is not in matrix form.
We propose a matrix based block normalization. In ad-
dition, an overlapping average pooling operation is also pre-
sented to improve the feature representation through the con-
nection between neighbor blocks. The complete Matrix ver-
sion of the HOG can be written as follows:
fHOG (X) = ZHOGi =Gi ◦(LTb,vLb,vG◦2i Rb,vRTb,v)◦(−
1
2 ), (5)
where
Lc,v =


1 · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×c
1 0
v︷︸︸︷
1 · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×c
1
0
. . .
v︷︸︸︷
1 · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×c
1


︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
(6)
and
Rc,v =


1 · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×c
1 0
v︷︸︸︷
1 · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×c
1
0
. . .
v︷︸︸︷
1 · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×c
1


︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
T
(7)
are predefined projection matrices which can address over-
lapping and non-overlapping average pooling. The subscript
c indicates the local desired window size (i.e., 2× 2 window
at c= 2). The subscript v is an overlapping size between two
windows (i.e., non-overlapping at v = 0). We denote that ◦
is the Hadamard product. Based on the predefined projec-
tion matrices of equation (6) and (7), the combination Gi of
the non-overlappedaverage pooling (Lc1,0 andRc1,0) and then
the overlapped average pooling (Lc2,v and Rc2,v) for each cell
is given by:
Gi=Lc2,vFiRc2,v, i= {1,2, . . . ,8}, (8)
where Fi = Lc1,0(Qi−X)Rc1,0,
Q1 = V
−1
1 XH1, Q5 = V
−2
1 XH
2
1,
Q2 = V
−1
1 X, Q6 = V
−2
1 X,
Q3 = V
−1
1 XH
−1
1 , Q7 = V
−2
1 XH
2
1,
Q4 = XH
−1
1 , Q8 = XH
−2
1 ,
(9)
and Q1 to Q4 take the first-order gradients with one pixel dis-
tance difference and Q5 to Q8 include the second-order gra-
dients with two pixel distance difference. c1 and c2 are cell
sizes for the non-overlapping and overlapping average pool-
ing respectively.
In HOG [6], the L2-norm block normalization is defined
as
g√
‖g‖22
, where g is a vectorized histogram features in a given
block. For the matrix based block normalization with over-
lapping as seen in equation (5), Lb,vG
◦2
i Rb,v takes the sum
of squares ‖g‖22 for each block in a matrix-wise computa-
tion. Next, the transposed projection matrices LTb,v and R
T
b,v is
adopted to obtain the same dimension with Gi from the down-
sampled output of Lb,vG
◦2
i Rb,v due to the overlapping projec-
tion matrices Lb,v and Rb,v. The superscript ◦
(− 1
2
)
is the ele-
mentwise inverse of the squared root 1√· . Then, each block of
(LTb,vLb,vG
◦2
i Rb,vR
T
b,v)
◦(− 12 ) indicates 1√
‖g‖22
, and each block
of Gi is same with g. By the Hadamard product between
them, the matrix based block normalization is achieved in
global matrix projection.
3.3. A Compact LBP-HOG Descriptor
Based on the proposedM-LBP and M-HOG, the proposedM-
LBP-HOG in matrix form can be directly and simply written
as follows:
f
LBP
HOG (X) = Z
LBP
HOG
i = f
HOG
(
f LBP (X)
)
. (10)
For the final M-LBP-HOG features, all Z
LBP
HOG
i are concate-
nated together into one feature vector.
4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed descriptor for mam-
mogram classification. The experimental goals are as follows:
1) Observing the effect of overlapping pooling among HOG,
DMP and the proposed M-HOG; 2) Performance comparison
of the proposed M-LBP-HOG with state-of-the-arts methods.
4.1. Database and Experimental Setup
The most commonly used database in mammography is the
Digital Database of Screening Mammography (DDSM) [15].
Recently, in [16], a Curated Breast Imaging Subset of the
DDSM (CBIS-DDSM) has been released with a standarized
evaluation. In this experiment, we used the CBIS-DDSM
database. The database includes 3,568 ROI images which are
categorized into two classes (malignant, benign) for 6,671 pa-
tients and the images are resized to a 56× 56 resolution. By
following the data split setting in [16], a training set (2,864
images) and a test set (704 images) are obtained.
For state-of-the-art descriptors, the original LBP [5],
HOG [6] and DMP [11] are implemented for comparison.
The LBP-HOG is also implemented based on a cascade of
the LBP image and the HOG feature representation. For a
state-of-the-art mammogram classification system, VGGNet
[17] is also implemented. For the parameter settings of each
descriptor, we followed the general settings [5], [6], [11] for
LBP, HOG, DMP, LBP-HOG, and for the proposed M-LBP,
M-HOG andM-LBP-HOG:P= 8, c1∈{2,4,6}, c2∈{2,4,6},
v ∈ c2
2
and b∈{2,4,6}. The histogram bin sizes of LBP and
HOG are respectively fixed at 59 and 9. The LSE and SVM
classifiers are utilized with a radial basis function (RBF).
The regularization parameter λ of the LSE is fixed at 0.0001.
According to [17], the parameters settings of the VGGNet is
set.
(a) Comparison of test accuracies at b= 2 (b) Comparison of test accuracies at b= 4 (c) Comparison of test accuracies at b= 6
Fig. 2. Comparison of HOG, DMP and M-HOG in terms of classification test accuracies (%) on CBIS-DDSM database.
Table 1. Comparison of Classification Test Accuracies (%)
Method LBP HOG DMP LBP-HOG M-LBP-HOG
VGGNet 63.35
SVM 60.79 60.80 60.51 63.49 62.36
LSE 56.25 59.52 60.23 62.07 64.35
Table 2. Comparison of CPU Processing Time in Seconds
Method
Feature
Dimension
Feature
Extraction Time
Training
Time
Test
Time
VGGNet 150,528 - 174,460 209.88
LBP 19,116 53.53 24.40 0.0069
HOG 10,404 42.50 14.59 0.0038
DMP 9,248 62.00 12.97 0.0034
LBP-HOG 10,404 43.21 14.25 0.0038
M-LBP-HOG 1,800 31.13 04.00 0.0008
4.2. Observing the effect of the proposed overlapping
pooling among the HOG based descriptors
In order to observe the effect of the proposed M-HOG de-
scriptor compared to the HOG and DMP descriptors, clas-
sification test accuracies were acquired at different non-
overlapping cell size c1 and block size b. Fig. 2 shows the
accuracy trends of the proposed overlapping pooling of the
M-HOG at different overlapping sizes v = c2
2
in accordance
with the different cell sizes c2, while c1 and b are fixed. The
accuracy performances are observed according to the incre-
ment of the non-overlapping pooling size c1. According to
the increment, the performance of the M-HOG is increasing
while that of HOG and DMP are unstable. The proposed M-
HOG outperformed the other state-of-the-art methods when
c1 is 4 and 6. The best performance is observed in M-HOG
where the overlapping pooling is included.
4.3. Performance Comparison and Summary
In terms of classification performance, Table 1 shows the clas-
sification accuracies for the compared descriptors, namely
LBP, HOG, DMP, LBP-HOG and the proposed M-LBP-
HOG. The proposed M-LBP-HOG based on the LSE classi-
fier showed the best performance compared to the state-of-
the-arts while LBP-HOG based on the SVM classifier and the
VGGNet respectively showed the second and the third bests.
In terms of computational performance, Table 2 shows the
CPU processing time in seconds. The averaged CPU times are
reported over 10 runs. The proposed M-LBP-HOG based on
the LSE classifier showed the best CPU times in the training
and test phases due to the predefined projection matrices un-
der global computation form. In addition, the M-LBP-HOG
produced the smallest feature dimension which is 5 times less
than the other descriptors.
As a summary, we have shown that
1) The effectiveness of the overlapping pooling step in the
proposed M-HOG compared with HOG and DMP.
2) In terms of classification accuracy, the proposed M-LBP-
HOG with the LSE classifier achieved better performance
with the smallest feature dimension than that of the other
state-of-the-art methods.
3) In terms of CPU time, the proposedM-LBP-HOG achieved
better performance than that of the other state-of-the-art
methods due to the efficient computation using the global
matrix multiplication.
5. CONCLUSION
Different from the iterative scanning based LBP and HOG,
we have presented the matrix based LBP (M-LBP) and HOG
(M-HOG) using the matrix based pixel difference compu-
tation. In addition, the overlapping pooling in matrix form
is also presented. The integrated form of the proposed M-
LBP and M-HOG descriptors, namely M-LBP-HOG, was
then proposed in a matrix formulation. The proposed de-
scriptors were evaluated using the CBIS-DDSM database for
mammogram classification where the results show promising
performance comparing with state-of-the-art descriptors.
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